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“Master Ghost told you to not get frustrated when you encounter a tough situation, because this is your 
fate. If you can’t resolve this, you will never find the answer you are seeking for in your mind. And you 
can’t escape from it either, so you’ll have to face it with courage!” Zhu said. 
 
Chen Hao nodded. To be honest, he didn’t take the conversation the other day at the Dragon Temple 
seriously. However, everything came true in the end. 
 
Chen Hao felt slightly abashed for that. 
 
“Your enemy is much stronger than you thought. If you meet her, remember not to oppose her head on 
because this will only endanger the people around you. Master kept waiting for you to come and see 
him, but you never visited. If he secretly tells you about what is going to happen at that time, it will bring 
causality reactions and karma to the temple. However, the fate between you and your enemy could still 
be resolved. Remember, your enemy is not an ordinary person. In fact, she is actually a cluster of 
energy. Even though she is extremely strong, she has a deadly weakness—on the day before and the day 
after the fifteenth day of each month, her strength and Inner Energy will greatly decrease from powerful 
to weak. This is the best time for you to deal with her!” 
 
Chen Hao nodded and listened attentively, taking down notes about their conversation. 
 
“Even though she’s extremely weak, my Inner Energy couldn’t even hurt a single strand of her hair!” 
Chen Hao frowned and said. 
 
“Of course. This is because your Inner Energy isn’t abluted by the gods. A normal Inner Energy doesn’t 
have pure Yang energy. This is the reason why your Inner Energy, though powerful, has no effect on 
her—because her energy is of pure Yin. An average Inner Energy can’t do anything to her,” Zhu said. “As 
long as you’re able to find a stone called the Sky Stone and touch it with your hands to extract the 
essence of the sun and the moon, the stone will help you accomplish the process of ablution by the 
gods. Your Inner Energy will then be elevated successfully.” 
 
The Sky Stone? 
 
“The Sky Stone is a spirit stone created by the heavens and the earth. It is hidden in mountains to 
extract the essence of the universe. It will become stronger as time goes by, and it is the strongest Yang 
energy of the universe. If you are able to lay your hands on it, you are most likely to get through the 
danger you’re in right now.” 
 
“But where is this Sky Stone? Where can I find it? On top of that, I don’t even have the ability to find it 
because she is almost here. I can’t even escape from her!” Chen Hao was worried. 
 
“Master has predicted all of this, and he has prepared the relevant strategies for you to counter attack. 
Chen Hao, keep in mind what I’m about to say next!” Zhu said. 
 
Chen Hao nodded. 
 
“The reason you can’t escape from her lock-on is because your Yang energy is a lot stronger than 
average. No matter where you go, she is able to detect you anytime. This is why you can’t get rid of her. 
Hence, you must hide your Yang energy to find the Sky Stone. As for the method to hide yourself, you 
need to find two people with extreme Yin body type and obtain living blood from them. You don’t need 



much—one drop from each person will do. One of blood droplets will be used to hide your Yang energy 
so that you can escape her lock-on, while the other is used to detect the location of the Sky Stone. Yin 
and Yang are polar opposites of each other. Hence, when you’re close to the Sky Stone, the stone will go 
through rejection and produce some reactions. Then, you will be able to find the location of the Sky 
Stone!” Zhu explained in detail. 
 
“Master Ghost put in a lot of effort in this. How do I find people with extreme Yin body type? And what 
is living blood?” 
 
When blood is extracted from a person, it becomes dead, Chen Hao thought in confusion. 
 
“It’s simple, you can obtain living blood from a person who gives you their blood willingly. If she is willing 
to help you, then her blood is full of vigour and spirituality; if not, it will be dead blood, and dead blood 
is useless to you.” Zhu continued. “As for the location of the two people with extreme Yin bodies and 
the location of the Sky Stone, Master Ghost has left a riddle for you using the Nine Dragon Divination 
Technique. All the three items are hidden in two cities but you have to figure them out yourself.” 
 
“Mountains entered the front lawns of an abandoned ancient city while wilted willow trees returned to 
life; every family has their own successes and failures, and every citizen works hard to make a living,” 
Zhu recited. 
 
The riddle was not difficult for Chen Hao who graduated with a degree in literature. 
 
He mumbled to himself while he thought about the solution to the riddle. 
 
After some time, Chen Hao had the answers figured out. 
 
‘Mountains entered the front lawns of an ancient abandoned city while wilted willow trees returned to 
life’ referred to a city called the Willow City which was located at the most southern part of the country. 
 
As for ‘every family has its own success and failure, and every citizen works hard to make a living’, Chen 
Hao did not even need to crack his head. He knew the answer without thinking—it was Jin Ling, where 
he grew up. 
 
The three items that he was looking for were located in these two cities—the Willow City and Jin Ling. 
 
“As your extreme Yang energy isn’t abluted, Master Ghost said that you might have some conflicts with 
people with the extreme Yin energy, so don’t worry about that. There are two jade amulets here. One of 
them will hide your Yang energy and escape your enemy’s lock-on, but you have to reach your 
destination quickly, as it can’t last for too long. The other amulet is used to check if the Sky Stone is in 
the city you’re in. Once it detects the Sky Stone, the amulet will burn. This will help you determine 
whether the Sky Stone is in your vicinity quickly, but with a condition—you can’t use your Inner Energy 
before you find the Sky Stone. Remember that, Chen Hao! You have very limited time, so you have to 
hurry!” Zhu explained. 
 
With that, she produced a small box which contained the two jade amulets from her mouth. 
 
“Alright, got it!” Chen Hao took the box from her mouth. 
 
“Leave soon, otherwise you won’t make it!” Zhu reminded. 
 



Chen Hao walked to the entrance before turning back. “By the way, did Master Ghost tell you where he 
has moved to? How can I find him?” 
 
“Master said that if fate doesn’t approve, you guys won’t meet; if fate approves, you will definitely meet 
him again. Oh right, wait! Chen Hao, there’s something else that the Master asked me to tell you!” Zhu 
added. 
 
“What is it?” 
 
“Be careful of the people around you!” 
 
“Be careful of the people around you? What does it mean?” Chen Hao asked quickly. 
 
However, Zhu’s eyes dimmed; it was apparent that she had run out of battery. 
 
Chen Hao had no time to ask as the feeling of being locked on had morphed into the feeling of being 
besieged. 
 
She’s here! 
 
Chen Hao anxiously pinched one of the jade amulets and broke it. Without using Inner Energy, he could 
only run to the back of the mountain and get down from there. 
 
Not long after Chen Hao left, strong winds suddenly blew; the windows and doors of the temple 
vibrated strongly as if they were in a violent atmosphere. 
 
Not long after, a young woman reached the front of the temple and searched the entire place 
thoroughly. 
 
“This is weird. I felt him clearly just now. Why is he gone now, without any traces?” she frowned. 
 
She was none other than Yun Qing. 


